Throughout we consider a quadratic Jordan algebra J over an arbitrary ring of scalars Φ with product U m y quadratic in x and linear in y. Linearization yields a trilinear product {xyz} = U x>z y = V x , y z .
(See [1] for basic results on quadratic Jordan algebras.) If e is an idempotent element of J, e 2 = e, then we have a Peirce decomposition j = j χ 0 j 1/2 0 j 0 where J ί9 J o are subalgebras. We wish to relate the ideals in these Peirce subalgebras J* to ideals in the ambient algebra J.
Analogous results hold for Jordan triple systems. However, in this case U e is merely an involution on J λ rather than the identity map, and this causes such technical complications in the Peirce identities that the basic argument is lost sight of. We prefer to do the simpler Jordan algebra case first, and treat the triple system case separately [3] .
We recall a few basic identities satisfied by Jordan algebras: 
α?o^1 /2 = α,o(α,o^1 /2 ) (F α 2 = F α 2 . on J 1/2 ) (P8) Uafoox^ = ^0(6,0(^0^/,)) (^( β<)6< -F αi F 6ί F αί on J 1/a )) (P9) {α^^1 /2 } = ^0(6.0^^) where 2^ denotes the Peirce projection on the Peirce space J 4 . Here J = Φl + J denotes the unital hull of the Jordan algebra J; if J is itself unital then / = J, and the conditions VjKcK and K 2 a K are superfluous (F β = ?/«.,!, x 2 = J7 β l). A useful observation is that once K is known to be an outer ideal it is an inner ideal as soon as (1.3) U k .J(Z K for some spanning set {&J of K.
From now on we fix an idempotent e in J and consider the corresponding Peirce decomposition Then the unital hull J = Φl + J = Φ(l -β) + J can be identified witĥ 1Θ J1/2 Θ «/o Note that any ideal K <\ J is invariant under the Peirce projections E t since these are multiplication operators, therefore K is the direct sum of its Peirce components
Triple products of Peirce elements largely reduce to simpler bilinear products: Once we have outerness, innerness (1.3) follows for the spanning set of elements k t e K t (i = 1, 0) and the given k ί/2 e K 1/2 since 17^^ = U^czK, by (Cl), U^/tCLKj by (C6), and *7 /Cl/ / 1/2 = k^oE^oJ 1/% ) -J 1/2 oE 0 (kt /2 )dK 1/2 by (C3), (C4), and E 0 (kt !2 ) ^U^eK, by (C6). Since 2C7, -Ϊ7 βi , and always UJ^J^K,
, we see that (C5), (C6) are consequences of (C2)-(C4) when 1/2 e Φ. REMARK 1.6. In characteristic 2 situations we cannot dispense with (C5) and (C6)-they really are necessary in addition to the other conditions. For example, if J is the special Jordan algebra Φe L1 + Φ(fiii + O + Φe 22 of symmetric 2x2 matrices over Φ of characteristic 2, then relative to e = e n we have J x = Φe u , / 1/2 -Φ(e 12 + β 21 ), J" o = $#22 so J 1/2 o Ji/2 = 2Φ(β 12 + e 21 ) 2 = 0, and thus (C2) is automatic for any K. If we take K x = Jί 0 = 0, if 1/2 -J 1/2 then (C1)-(C5) hold trivially, but not (C6) since U Jl/2 J t = ΦU βJ2+β21 e it = Φβ iy = J, 7^ 0. Thus (C6) is not a consequence of the other conditions. If we take K = XΦe n , K 1 
In this case the ideal generated by K ύ takes the form If 1/2 6 Φ we have U Jl/2 K< -Proof. We have already noted that if Ki is the projection of an ideal K then by the Peirce relations and invariance of K under all multiplications from J, K t must be invariant. We must establish the converse. Since the ideal generated by Ki must certainly certain the above products, if we can show the above K actually is an ideal then we will have exhibited K t as the projection of an ideal K which is thus precisely the ideal generated by K t .
We verify the conditions of the Ideal Criterion (1.5). Ki is an invariant ideal in J t by hypothesis, and K ό -U Jl/2 Ki is an invariant ideal in J 3 by the Flipping Lemma 1.10. Thus (Cl) holds. For (C2), Proof. Any time ίΓ has K 1/2 = 0 the conditions (C2), (C3), (C6) become vacuous and (C4) becomes the condition Kid Z t . If we take K t = Zi (C4) is thus satisfied, as is (Cl) since the Peirce specialization is a homomorphism of J* into End (J 1/2 ) by (P7), (P8) and therefore its kernel is an ideal. Moreover, these are interchanged by U Jl2 as in (C5) Thus in any prime exceptional Jordan algebra J, as soon as we examine a proper piece J x (e) or J 0 (e) it is special (in some sense J has no smaller exceptional pieces), and exceptionality results only from the way J x and J Q are tied together via J 1/2 In §4 we will see that when J is simple the same is true of J x and J Q , so J is built up of pieces which are simple and special.
Note that if J is simple and e proper we have J 1/2 Φ 0 by 1.14, so by simplicity I(J 1/2 ) = J and by (1.12) we have
We can improve on this by removing the hat from J o . To do this we need to look at the ideal generated by J Q . 
(using our previous calculation to move V Jt , U} ( past V x , y It is not known whether an algebra without such ideals is necessarily semiprime; this holds whenever 1/2 6 Φ since Lf = 6 implies 2 £7^ -LAL^Jd -UoJ. = δ.
3. The invariant hull* If we have no specific information about a given ideal K t <| Ji which allows us to conclude it is invariant, we must enlarge it by applying all possible V'$ and i7 J s until the result is invariant. The invariant hull Inv (K t ) of the ideal K { is the smallest invariant ideal containing K t .
In (1.9) we saw that F-invariance implies [7-invariance when 1/2 e Φ. More generally, PROPOSITION show that any mixed term involving a product of £7's with at least one V factors, or 2 times any product of £7's can be expressed solely in terms of F's,
Thus the subalgabra generated by ^ and T reduces to ^/ + Y* with 2ί7c: T. Since V x>y is bilinear in x, y, if {wj spans J 1/2 then the V u . iUj span VjυvJiw a n d ^1/2^1/2 is spanned by the U u .U uj modulo terms U u .U u ., Uk , REMARK 3.2. For x 9 y e J 1/2 we have an operator identity on J.
is an alternating function of the variables Xi e J 1/2 modulo products with fewer £Ps and either more V's or more multiplications from J* (which automatically leave any ideal K t <] Ji invariant). Thus ^ is spanned modulo T and ^{J^ by all U Uι U U2 ' -U U2n for u γ < < u 2n in some ordered spanning set for J ι/2 . THEOREM 
The invariant hull of a given ideal K t <| J t is
Inv (1Q -&Kt Λ-TK^± V^ itJut K t + Σttf , K t .
If 1/2 eΦ this reduces to
Proof. A subspace is U-and F-invariant iff it is invariant under the subalgebra generated by all tΓs and V's, which by 3.1 is just + T, so ^SKi + TKi is the invariant closure of K^ To see this remains an ideal in J. if K { is to begin with, note that this invariant closure can also be represented as Inv(iQ = Σ"=oiϊ"(i^) where We can, if compelled, write down explicitly the ideal generated by a diagonal Peirce ideal. Proof. The ideal generated by JSΓ* coincides with the ideal generated by its invariant hull Inv (2Q = {T + ^)^ by (3.3), so by (1.11) [ll] . In this case Z7-invariance implies F-invariance (and conversely if 1/2 e Φ), and the invariant hull of Then the set H{D 2 ) of all 2 x 2 matrices with entries in the associative coordinate ring D forms a Jordan algebra. We take J to be the subalgebra
J = eH(D 2 ) + (V A V)[12] -εH(D)[ll] + {V AV+ εD}[12] + eH(D)[22]
and J = J + Φl[ll] the subalgebra obtained by tacking on e = 1 [11] . Thus H{D 2 ) z> J 3 J => eίf(A). Since JΊ = εJ x is trivial {Uj 1 J 1 = J\ = 0 since s 2 = 0), omτ/ subspace K ι aJ 1 is an ideal in J lβ However, only certain subspaces will be invariant: 
